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Low-order Damping and Tracking Control
for Scanning Probe Systems

Andrew J. Fleming, Yik Ren Teo and Kam K. Leang

Abstract—This article describes an improvement to integral
resonance damping control (IRC) for reference tracking applica-
tions such as Scanning Probe Microscopy and nanofabrication.
It is demonstrated that IRC control introduces a low-frequency
pole into the tracking loop which is detrimental for performance.
In this work, the location of this pole is found analytically
using Cardano’s method then compensated by parameterizing
the tracking controller accordingly. This approach maximizes
the closed-loop bandwidth whilst being robust to changes in the
resonance frequencies. The refined IRC controller is compre-
hensively compared to other low-order methods in a practical
environment.

I. I NTRODUCTION

The accuracy of nanopositioning systems in imaging ap-
plications is limited by piezoelectric hysteresis, creep,cross-
coupling from other axes, external disturbances, and tem-
perature drift [1]. Detailed reviews of these limitations can
be found in references [2]–[4]. High performance techniques
include methods that are targeted at particular trajectories [5],
[6] or require periodicity [7], [8]. Feedforward control isalso
popular for improving the reference tracking performance of
a feedback system [9]–[12].

Systems such as atomic force microscopes are often subject
to large changes in dynamics, for example, when changing
between different imaging modes. As a result, the controllers
are often retuned in the field. This requires that the controllers
are of low-order with easily tuned parameters. To eliminate
quantization noise in precision systems, many high resolution
controllers are also analog which limits the practical order to
second or third order. Thus, there is a practical need for high
performance controllers of extremely low order that are robust
to changes in resonance frequency and can be easily retuned.

Damping control is an alternative method for reducing
the bandwidth limitations imposed by mechanical resonance.
Damping controllers suppress rather than invert the mechanical
resonance so they can provide better rejection of external
disturbances and less sensitivity to changes in resonance
frequency. A number of techniques for damping control have
been demonstrated successfully in the literature, these include
Positive Position Feedback (PPF) [13], polynomial based
control [14], shunt control [15], [16], resonant control [17],
Force Feedback [3], [18]–[20], and Integral Resonance Control
(IRC) [21]–[24].Many of these controllers guarantee stability
when the plant is strictly negative imaginary [25].
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Fig. 1. A two-axis serial-kinematic nanopositioning platform with a range of
30 µm.

In reference [21], Integral Resonance Control (IRC) was
demonstrated as a simple means for damping multiple reso-
nance modes of a cantilever beam. The IRC scheme employs a
constant feedthrough term and a simple first-order controller to
achieve substantial damping of multiple resonance modes. An
adaption of this controller that is suitable for tracking control
was reported in [26]. The regulator form of IRC is a first-order
low-pass filter which is straight-forward to implement.

A. Contributions

This work demonstrates that IRC control [26] introduces
an undesirable pole in a reference tracking applications. The
location of this additional pole is determined analytically using
Cardano’s method and used to compensate the controller. The
resulting tracking and damping controllers are first order,yet
provide excellent robustness and performance that is compa-
rable to a well tuned inverse controller.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Each technique will be applied to the two-axis serial-
kinematic nanopositioning stage pictured in Figure 1. Each
axis contains a 12-mm long piezoelectric stack actuator (No-
liac NAC2003-H12) with a free displacement of 12µm at
200 V. The position of is measured by a Microsense 6810
capacitive sensor and 6504-01 probe, which has a sensitivity
of 2.5 µm/V. The stage is driven by two PiezoDrive PDL200
voltage amplifiers with a gain of 20.

The x-axis, which translates from left to right in Figure 1,
has a resonance frequency of 513 Hz. They-axis contains less
mass so the resonance frequency is higher at 727 Hz. Since
the x-axis imposes a greater limitation on performance, the
comparison will be performed on this axis.

The frequency response for a nominal load is plotted in
Figure 2. With the maximum payload, the resonance frequency
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Fig. 2. The open-loop frequency response measured from the voltage amplifier
input to the sensor output, scaled toµm/V. The frequency response of the
system with maximum load is compared to the nominal response.

reduces to 415 Hz. It can be observed that payload mass
significantly modifies the higher frequency dynamics.

Since the first resonance mode dominates the response, the
dynamics can be approximated by the second-order system

G(s) = K
ω2
n

s2 + 2ωnζs+ ω2
n

, (1)

whereωn and ζ are the natural frequency and damping ratio
respectively andK is the gain of the system. A second-order
model is procured using the frequency domain least-squares
techniques. The model transfer function is:

G(s) =
2.025× 107

s2 + 48.63s+ 1.042× 107
. (2)

III. L IMITATIONS OF PID CONTROL

A popular technique for control of commercial nanopo-
sitioning systems is sensor-based feedback using integralor
proportional-integral control

CPI(s) = ki/s+ kp + kds, (3)

Although the derivative term can be used effectively with
purely second-order systems, it is rarely used in practice
due to the increased noise sensitivity and stability problems
associated with high frequency resonance modes.

The condition for closed-loop stability is approximately [3]

ki
ωn

×

1

2ζ
< 1, or ki < 2ωnζ. (4)

If the systemG is unity gain, the complimentary sensitivity
function is

d(s)

r(s)
=

CPI(s)G(s)

CPI(s)G(s) + 1
≈

ki
s+ ki

. (5)

Thus, the feedback gainki is also the approximate 3-dB band-
width of the complementary sensitivity function (in radians
per second). From this fact and the stability condition (4),the
maximum closed-loop bandwidth is

max. closed-loop bandwidth<
2ωnζ

gain-margin
, (6)

where the gain-margin is expressed as a linear magnitude
rather than in dB. The bandwidth limitations are severe since
the damping ratio is usually on the order of 0.01, so the
maximum closed-loop bandwidth is less than 2% of the
resonance frequency.

For the nanopositioner under consideration, the maximum
permissible gain is 15.5 which is limited by the gain-margin
of 6 dB. The closed-loop bandwidth for this controller is only
13 Hz or 2.5% of the resonance frequency. The experimental
closed-loop frequency and step responses are plotted in Sec-
tion V.

Techniques aimed at improving the closed-loop bandwidth
are typically based on either inversion of resonant dynamics
using a notch filter or the use of a damping controller. Inver-
sion techniques are popular as they are simple to implement
and can provide a high closed-loop bandwidth if they are
accurately tuned and the resonance frequency does not vary
[27]. The transfer function of a typical inverse controlleris

CNotch(s) =

(

kp +
ki
s

)

s2 + 2ωzζzs+ ω2
z

(s+ ωz)2
(7)

A major consideration with inversion based control is the
possibility of modeling error. In particular, if the resonance
frequency drops below the frequency of the notch filter, the
phase lag will cause instability.Therefore, a notch filter must
be tuned to the lowest resonance frequency that will occur
during service. For example, the example nanopositioner has
a nominal resonance frequency of 513 Hz and a minimum
resonance frequency 410 Hz. Thus, the notch filter is tuned to
410 Hz with an estimated damping ofζz = 0.01. To maintain
a gain-margin of 6 dB the maximum integral gain iski = 44.

IV. STRUCTUREDPI CONTROL WITH IRC DAMPING

An IRC controller consists of a collocated systemGyu, an
artificial feedthroughDf and a controllerC. As described in
[21], the first step in designing an IRC controller is to select,
and add, an artificial feedthrough termDf to the original
plant Gyu. The new system is referred to asGyu + Df .
It has been shown that a sufficiently large and negative
feedthrough term will introduce a pair of zeros below the
first resonance mode and also guarantee zero-pole interlacing
for higher frequency modes [21]. Smaller feedthrough terms
permit greater maximum damping. Although it is straight-
forward to manually select a suitable feedthrough term, it can
also be computed from Theorem 2 in [21].

For the modelGyu described in (2), a feedthrough term
of Df = −2.5 is sufficient to introduce a pair of zeros below
the first resonance mode. The frequency responses of the open-
loop systemGyu and the modified transfer functionGyu+Df

are plotted in Figure 3.
Due to the bounded phase ofGyu +Df a simple negative

integral controller,

C =
−k

s
, (8)

An optimal controller gaink that maximizes damping can
be found using the root-locus technique [21]. For the system
under consideration, the root-locus in Figure 4 produces a gain
of k = 1900 and a maximum damping ratio of 0.57.
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Fig. 3. Frequency response of the open-loop systemGyu and with artificial
feedthroughGyu +Df , whereDf = -2.5. The 180 degree phase change of
Gyu +Df is due to the negative feedthrough which also makes the system
inverting.
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Fig. 4. The root-locus of the damped systemGyf . The asterisks mark the
optimal pole locations. Note that the closed-loop system contains an additional
pole on the real axis.

In order to facilitate a tracking control loop, the feedback
diagram must be rearranged in a form where the input does
not appear as a disturbance. This can be achieved by finding
an equivalent regulator that provides the same loop gain [26].
The equivalent regulatorC2 is [26]

C2 =
C

1 + CDf

. (9)

WhenC = −k
s

the equivalent regulator is

C2 =
−k

s− kDf

. (10)

The closed-loop transfer function of the damping loop is,

Gyf =
GyuC2

1 +GyuC2

. (11)

To achieve integral tracking action, the IRC loop can be
enclosed in an outer tracking loop as shown in Figure 5.
In previous work, an integral controller has been used for
tracking control [26]. However, from the pole-zero map in
Figure 4, it can be observed that the damped system contains
the resonance poles, plus an additional real axis pole due to

n

w

GyuC2C3r
f g u

y

Fig. 5. Tracking control system with the damping controller in regulator form
C2(s) and the tracking controllerC3(s). The signalw is the disturbance input
andn is the sensor noise.

the controller. This additional pole unnecessarily increases the
system order and reduces the achievable tracking bandwidth.
The location of the additional pole can be found by examining
the characteristic equation of the damped system, that is

1 +GyuC2 = 0. (12)

If Gyu has the second-order structure described in equa-
tion (2), the characteristic equation can be written

(

s2 + 2ζωns+ w2
n

)

(s− kDf )− ω2
nKk = 0. (13)

For the system under consideration, the roots of equation (13)
contain a complex pair and a pole on the real axis.

To compensate for the additional pole, the controller can be
parameterized so that it contains a zero at the same frequency.
A controller that achieves this is

C3 =
−ki(s+ ωz)

sωz

, (14)

where ωz is the frequency of the additional pole. The fre-
quencyωz is the real-valued root of equation (13), which can
be found from the root-locus or by using Cardano’s method
[28], that is

ωz = −

(

A+B −

a

3

)

, (15)

where

a = −Dfk + 2ωζ,

b = ω2
n − 2Dfkωnζ,

c = −Dfkω
2
n − kKω2

n,

Q =
a2 − 3b

9
, R =

2a3 − 9ab+ 27c

54

A = −
3

√

R+ 2

√

R2
−Q3, B =

Q

A
,

For the system under considerationωz = 2240 andki was
chosen in the normal way to provide the desired stability
margins or bandwidth. The form ofC3 is identical to a
PI controller except that the zero location is fixed. This is
advantageous since the controller has only one free parameter.
Note thatC3 is inverting to cancel the inverting nature of
Gyf . An integral gain ofki = 245 results in a phase margin
of 60 degrees. The closed-loop response and performance is
examined in Section V.

The transfer function of the closed-loop system is

y

r
=

C3Gyf

1 + C3Gyf

, (16)
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PI C3 = 15.5
s

PI + Notch C3 = 44

s
s2+50.27s+6.317×10

6

6.317×106
2π103

s+2π103

PI + IRC C3 = −245

s
s+2240

2240
, C2 = −1900

s+4750

TABLE I
SUMMARY OF CONTROLLER PARAMETERS

Condition PI PI + Notch PI + IRC

Gain Margin

Nominal Load 6.1 dB 6.0 dB 14 dB

Full Load 7.0 dB 5.1 dB 10 dB

Phase Margin

Nominal Load inf 89◦ 69◦

Full Load 90◦ 89◦ 69◦

Bandwidth (45◦)

Nominal Load 5.0 Hz 13 Hz 50 Hz

Full Load 5.0 Hz 13 Hz 78 Hz

Settling Time (99%)

Nominal Load 164 ms 48 ms 9.7 ms

Full Load 165 ms 42 ms 7.6 ms

6σ-Resolution (Peak to Peak Noise)

Nominal Load 0.27 nm 0.21 nm 0.43 nm
TABLE II

CLOSED-LOOP PERFORMANCE COMPARISON OF THE INTEGRAL,
INVERSION, AND DAMPING CONTROLLERS.

or alternatively,

y

r
=

C2C3Gyu

1 + C2(1 + C3)Gyu

. (17)

V. PERFORMANCECOMPARISON

In Sections III to IV, the controllers were designed to
maintain a gain and phase margin of at least 6 dB and 60
degrees. The controller parameters are summarized in TableI
and the simulated stability margins are listed in Table II. The
integral and inverse controller were limited by gain-margin
while the damping controller was limited by phase margin.

The experimental closed-loop frequency responses are plot-
ted in Figure 6. The frequency where the phase-lag of each
control loop exceeds 45 degrees is compared in Table II.

The experimental step responses are plotted in Figure 7
and summarized in Table II. The PI+IRC controller provides
the shortest step response by approximately a factor of five,
however the response exhibits some overshoot.

Out of the three controllers, the combination of PI control
and IRC provides the best closed-loop performance under both
nominal and full-load conditions. This is the key benefit of
damping control, it is more robust to changes in resonance
frequency than inverse control. If the variation in resonance
frequency were less, or if the resonance frequency was sta-
ble, there would not be a significant difference between the
dynamic performance of an inverse controller and damping
controller. Since the damping controller requires more design
effort than an inverse controller, a damping controller is prefer-
able when variance in the resonance frequency is expected, or
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Fig. 6. The experimental closed-loop frequency response of each controller
under nominal and maximum load conditions.

if there are multiple low-frequency resonances that are difficult
to model.

VI. N OISE AND RESOLUTION

The noise sensitivity of each control strategy is the transfer
function from the sensor noisen to the actual positiony [29],
[30]. For the sake of comparison the noise contribution of
the voltage amplifier is assumed to be small compared to the
sensor noise.

For the PI and inverse controller, the noise sensitivity is
the complementary sensitivity function with opposite sign;
however, with a damping controller as shown in Figure 5,
the noise sensitivity is not identical to the complementary
sensitivity (16). Rather, it is

y

n
=

−C2(1 + C3)Gyu

1 + C2(1 + C3)Gyu

. (18)

It can be observed that the noise sensitivity for a standard
control loop can be reduced by reducing the closed-loop band-
width or controller gain. However with a damping controller,
the noise bandwidth is dominated by the damping control
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Fig. 7. The experimental closed-loop step response of each controller under
nominal and maximum load conditions.
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loop, not the tracking loop. This is a drawback since the
noise bandwidth cannot be reduced by varying the tracking
controller gain.

The noise sensitivity of each control strategy is plotted in
Figure 8. Due to the wide bandwidth of the damping controller,
the noise sensitivity bandwidth is significantly greater than the
PI and inverse controllers.

A straight-forward technique for estimating the positioning
resolution is to measure the sensor noise and filter it by the
noise sensitivity function. Following the guidelines in [29],
[30], the sensor noise was amplified using an SR560 amplifier
with a gain of 10000 and a bandwidth of 0.03 Hz to 10 kHz.
One-hundred seconds of data was recorded at a sampling rate
of 30 kHz. A three second record of the closed-loop position
noise for each controller is plotted in Figure 9. While the PI
and inverse controller noise contains low-frequency noiseplus
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Fig. 9. The closed-loop noise of each control strategy and the corresponding
6σ-resolution.
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Fig. 10. Analog implementation of an IRC damping and PI trackingcontroller.

randomly excited resonance, the IRC controller resulted ina
more uniform spectrum but with a wider noise bandwidth.
Considering that the IRC controller increases the closed-loop
bandwidth from 5 Hz to 78 Hz (compared to PI control), the
decrease in resolution from 0.27 nm to 0.43 nm is small.

VII. A NALOG IMPLEMENTATION

The IRC damping and tracking controller shown in Figure 5
can be implemented directly with the analog circuit shown in
Figure 10. The component values for the PI controller are
r3ac3 = 1/ki and r3bc3 = 1/ωz. For the IRC damping con-
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Fig. 11. Thex-axis scanning performance and resulting image for each of
the three controller strategies. The scanning trajectory is a full-range (27µm)
10 Hz triangle wave.

troller, sincek is positive andDf is negative, the component
values arer2ac2 = 1/k, andr2bc2 = 1/kDf .

VIII. A PPLICATION TO AFM I MAGING

To illustrate the impact of positioning bandwidth on applica-
tion performance, the nanopositioner was employed for lateral
scanning in an atomic force microscope. The AFM head is a
NanoSurf EasyScan microscope which is used for holding the
cantilever and measuring the deflection. The microcantilever is
a Budget Sensors ContAl cantilever with a stiffness of 0.2 N/m
and the sample under consideration is a silicon calibration
grating with a period of 6µm and a height of 20 nm.

The positioning error for each controller and the resulting
image is plotted in Figure 11. The higher bandwidth of the
IRC control system is observed to significantly reduce scan-
induced imaging artifacts.

IX. CONCLUSIONS

This article describes a new method for designing an integral
resonance damping controller with integral tracking action.
The performance of the new IRC controller is compared to
a PI controller and inverse controller which are both common
industrial standards.

The integral resonance controller damps the system reso-
nance rather than inverting it. The foremost advantages are

simplicity, robustness, and insensitivity to variations in the
resonance frequencies. In the experimental comparison, where
the resonance frequency varied by 19%, the settling-time of
the IRC controller with one-fifth that of the inverse controller.
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